Three key points:
Introduction
Geologic carbon sequestration (GCS) has been proposed and demonstrated as a feasible 28 technology to reduce anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) emissions into the atomosphere, 
where α = b or c, representing the fluid phase of brine (b) or CO 2 (c), ρ α is fluid density, 129 s α is phase saturation, φ is porosity of the geological porous media, u α is the volumetric
130
Darcy velocity, and ψ α is a source term (or sink term if negative);
where k r,α is relative permeability, k is the permeability tensor of the geological formation, 132 µ α is viscosity, p α is phase pressure, and g is gravity acceleration (positive downward). The 
Finally, the pore space has to be filled up with the two fluid phases, so the phase satura-
137
tions should sum to unity 138 s b + s c = 1.
Pressure equation of the coupled layers -coarse scale
In a multilayer geological formation, the layers are hydraulically connected. Therefore,
139
the coarse-scale individual layer should be coupled with the neighbor layers. That is, the p α (x, y, z, t) = P α (x, y, t) + π α (x, y, z, t),
where p α (x, y, z, t) is the fine-scale phase pressure at point (x, y, z) and P α (x, y, t) is the 154 coarse-scale pressure, which we define as the local fine-scale pressure at a reference point 155 in z direction, and π α (x, y, z, t) is the deviation of the fine-scale phase pressure at (x, y, z) 156 from the reference pressure. The definition of the coarse-scale pressure P α (x, y, t) leads to 157 a coarse-scale capillary pressure P cap defined as the local fine-scale capillary pressure at 158 the reference point. The axis of (x, y) is chosen to be in the plane of the general lateral 159 direction of the formation, and the z axis is the direction orthogonal to the (x, y) axis
160
(assuming upward positive). Note that the reference pressure can be chosen at any point 161 along the z direction. Here we choose the reference pressure to be in the center of the 162 layer (along the z axis).
163
Integrating Equation (1) in the z direction from z = ζ B (bottom of the layer) to z = ζ T
164
(top of the layer) and summing over the two fluid phases, we obtain [Guo et al., 2014a] 165
where H is the thickness of the geological layer; c φ , c b and c c are the compressibility 166 coefficients (assumed to be constants) of the porous medium, brine, and CO 2 , respectively; 
where G = e · g + (g · e z )∇ ζ B and e = (e x , e y )
, is the 174 mobility of fluid phase α;
k λ α dz, is the vertically integrated mobility of 175 fluid phase α.
176
The total fluxes at the top (u tot,z | ζ T ) and the bottom (u tot,z | ζ B ) in Equation (6) (6) and (7) give a complete coarse-scale pressure equation for a single layer system (The 179 functions π α (x, y, z, t) will be computed on the fine scale in Section 2.3). However, for a 180 multilayer system, the layers are coupled and u tot,z | ζ T and u tot,z | ζ B are non-zero. We need
181
to derive a coarse-scale equation for u tot,z | ζ T and u tot,z | ζ B that couples the neighbor layers.
182
Without loss of generality, we take the flux between layer j and layer j + 1 as an example
183
(see Figure 2 ). Note that we choose the coarse-scale brine pressure P b as the primary 184 variable for pressure (P c = P b + P cap ). We approximate the total flux between the two 185 layers as
where K z,j+1/2 and Λ tot,j+1/2 are the effective coarse-scale permeability and total mobility, 187 respectively, between the two layers; Ω 1,j+1/2 and Ω 2,j+1/2 are terms associated with cap-188 illary pressure and gravity respectively; ∆Z = Z j+1 − Z j with Z j and Z j+1 the z values 189 of the centers of layer j and j + 1, respectively; P b,j and P b,j+1 are the coarse-scale brine
190
pressures defined as the brine pressure at Z = Z j and Z = Z j+1 , respectively. The coefficients K z,j+1/2 , Λ tot,j+1/2 , Ω 1,j+1/2 and Ω 2,j+1/2 are defined based on the fine-192 scale equations for the two fluid phase fluxes in the vertical direction, which can be written
Summing Equations (9a) and (9b), and we obtain the equation for total flux
Rearranging Equation (10) gives
Integrating Equation (11) from Z j to Z j+1 with respect to z yields
The left-side term can be written as
To derive the coefficients in Equation (8), we take u tot,Z j+1/2 as an approximation for the 199 average total flux from Z j to Z j+1 in z direction and obtain
We note that here we approximate u tot,Z j+1/2 as the average total flux from Z j to Z j+1 
Comparing to Equation (8), we obtain
Note that the derived coarse-scale vertical transmissivity K z,j+1/2 Λ tot,j+1/2 between layer 208 j and j + 1 is a harmonic average of the fine-scale vertical transmissivities, which is 209 consistent with the classic average scheme of vertical hydraulic conductivities.
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Similarly, we can obtain the flux between layer j − 1 and j, u tot,Z j−1/2 . Then, substitut-211 ing the two fluxes u tot,Z j−1/2 and u tot,Z j+1/2 into Equation (6), we obtain the coarse-scale 212 pressure equation that couples the neighbor layers j − 1, j and j + 1 
217
We need to reconstruct both the saturation and pressure on the fine scale. We recon- 
Numerical Scheme and the MLDR Algorithm
The set of multiscale equations in sections 2.2 and 2.3 are solved numerically, including 236 the coarse-scale pressure Equation (17) 
Model Comparison
The multilayer dynamic reconstruction model (from this point forward, we refer to it as layer, but with different permeability contrasts (see Table 1 ). For the Mt Simon inspired 253 test case, the parameter sets are given in Table 2 , and are based on the data from Zhou 254 et al. [2010] . case, all parameters are kept the same as those used in the scenario of (10 mD, 100 mD), for the layers (see Table 2 Again, the CO 2 plumes from the two models are almost indistinguishable (see Figure   331 7). We computed the mass of CO 2 and the extent of the CO 2 plume at the top of each 332 individual layer from both simulators. The difference is very small (see Table 3 ), as is 333 expected from the good visual agreement of the CO 2 plumes in Figure 7 . The maximum 334 difference of CO 2 mass is less than 1% of the total mass injected, and the difference of needed to be solved. Also, the remaining fine-scale one-dimensional "counter-current" 360 flow problem is easy to solve using the fractional flow formulation. Thus, the multilayer 361 dynamic reconstruction algorithm leads to significant reduction of computational effort.
362
Here, we take a geological formation with three layers as an example and give a simple 
435
The other numerical method we want to compare is the MsFVM, which is a numerical 436 method that, based on finite-volume descretization, solves the pressure equation on a 437 coarse scale and the transport equation on a fine scale, see e.g. [Jenny et al., 2003 [Jenny et al., , 2005 .
438
The MLDR algorithm can be cast into the framework of MsFVM if we think of the coarse- it projects the coarse-scale solutions onto the fine grid by applying the basis functions.
444
The MLDR algorithm, however, only uses the multiscale idea for the vertical dimension.
445
Instead of using specialized basis functions as in MsFVM, the effective transmissivities in 
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a multilayer dynamic reconstruction algorithm that can sim- 
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Appendix A: The Fine-scale Equations
In this appendix section, we outline the fine-scale equations for the transport within 469 each layer. The fine-scale equations are almost identical to those presented in Guo et al.
470
[2014a], except that the vertical fluxes at the top and bottom of the layers are non-zero.
471
On the fine scale, the mass balance equation can be rearranged to focus on the vertical dynamics 
where the horizontal fluxes can be computed from Equation (A3)
Summing Equation (A2) over the two fluid phases, we can calculate the total flux, u tot,z (18a) and (18b))
where k z is permeability in z direction, and f α is the fractional flow function, given by
Substituting Equations (A4a) and (A4b) into Equation (A2), we can compute satura-476 tions for each fluid phase.
477
Now, given the fine-scale saturations, we can analytically reconstruct the profiles of 478 phase pressures in z direction. We reconstruct the fine-scale pressure using a saturation 479 weighted hydrostatic pressure profile as shown in Equations (A6a) and (A6b) (A6a) and (A6b), the function π α in Equation (5) can be derived, which gives a fine-scale pressure profile from the coarse-scale pressure. For example, when α = b, integration from the bottom of the formation yields
To this point, the fine-scale saturation and pressure profiles are both reconstructed. We
481
can proceed to solve the coarse-scale variables (P b and P c ) for the next time step. In the
482
following Appendix B, we will outline the numerical scheme to solve the coarse-scale and fine-scale equations, and the step-by-step MLDR algorithm. ( Table 2 . 
